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Guiding Principles
* Self-Help Group: looks
after the money openly,
pools experience on how it
is spent, saved and re-
invested - all crucial for
success.

* No member must suffer
an increase in poverty or
debt due to joining NHS,
unlike similar
"microcredit" schemes

* Families may take part in
all three programmes.

* A failure and subsequent
new attempt are allowed
provided best efforts are
made and lessons
learned/shared.

Livelihoods

Lasting solutions to poverty and food insecurity
Each and every NHS member has endured pronounced social isolation and abject poverty. Every family
has taken part in as assessment of their situation as proof to join the project. The information then acts
as the basis for monitoring progress towards better living. The assessment tool satisfies all major donor
tests of true poverty. One factor is their house. Most started with one similar to the picture below left.
The assessment though looks at many factors such as access to land, possessions, means and skills to
make a living, family-size, gender balance, dependents, liabilities, ill-health, etc.

Before 
A typical home of a new member, makeshift construction, mainly grass,
no mosquito nets, no safe water, poor sanitation, few possessions, etc.

After
Modest house of better-off family
emerging from poverty Rice field and
garden to rear, metal roof, some
wooden walls, even first black and white
TV powered by car battery, roof-aerial

Methodology
Each NHS member, with his or her family and through their self-help group, comes up with their own
best solutions to work their way out of poverty. We encourage variety and diversification to provide new

or extra income and all-year round food security. The "relief/handout
mentality" is vigorously opposed, with all members "giving and taking" for
their groups to succeed and provide continuing benefits to them and other
equally deserving new members. Self-savings, active voluntary service,
peer-to-peer support promote cohesive group-working so they qualify for
capital grants from donor-awarded funds. Those grants are then retained
and recycled within the group. As incomes improve, modest interest is paid,
and contributions made to the group and federated network running costs.

Most of our groups are self-sufficient financially after just three years. They prove that when given the
chance they can be as successful and productive people starting off without their vulnerabilities.

We employ only participatory learner-centred methods in education and skills-training. Most sessions are
now taken by peer-trainers, senior beneficiaries. They were once an untapped source of talent. Now,
having qualified at "trainer of trainer" courses with external facilitators, everyone can see their new
self-esteem and higher standing in communities. All families attend "live safe, eat safe, drink safe",
"gender sensitivity", and other courses that maintain their well-being.

Small-scale Agricultural Activities
These activities are most popular and successful. Many members opt for improved crop production
through new tools, seed-types, and fertilizers especially natural compost. Others combine these with (or
just go for) personal services or handicrafts, e.g., shops or market-stalls, food-processing, hair-dressing,
vehicle or radio repairing, etc. Entrepreneurship is encouraged and calculated risk-taking allowed for new
ideas to be tried. Second tries are allowed where ventures fail if lessons have been learned and shared.
Any project that improves safe-waiter, sanitation, access to markets, etc., are encouraged.

Pig and chicken-rearing can be done despite restricted mobility and limited land.
"Cows end poverty!" This little girl in the picture said in her poster campaign:
"Our first cow helps our family. She works for us. She makes compost and will
give us calves to sell so I can go to school." Her In mid-2008, after fuel-prices
doubled, poor families hired out their cows for ploughing, as tractors stay idle.
Traditional methods work well and produce qualifies for "organic" status.
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New Livelihoods
Blind lady making bastkets, processing food for sale, weaving mats

Improved Livelihoods
Cow bank, modern pig raising, natural compost making

Diversified Livelihoods
Growing higher yield rice, vegetable garden, processing nuts for sale
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